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Autumn Adams never planned to follow in her mother's footsteps as Chicago's
answer to Martha Stewart--she can't cook, doesn't clean, and would rather play
soccer than discuss the joys of white bathtub grout. Then some lunatic starts
sending her threats in the mail and Audie finds herself under the protection of
simmering, sexy Detective Stacey Quinn, a man determined to examine her every
nook, cranny, and ex-boyfriend in his effort to find the stalker. A disarming
combination of macho cop and sweet charmer, Quinn is hard to resist. But with
Audie's bad luck at finding and holding on to Mr. Right, she think it's best to
keep her distance...

Quinn soon discovers that the real Audie is an alluring blend of fantasy babe and
tender-hearted female all wrapped up in what he can only hope is leopard-print
underwear. She's not what he's always pictured for himself, but could she be
everything he'll ever need?

Digging through Audie's many layers could turn out to be the hottest, craziest,
sexiest bit of detective work Quinn has ever attempted...if it doesn't kill him first.
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Autumn Adams never planned to follow in her mother's footsteps as Chicago's answer to Martha Stewart--
she can't cook, doesn't clean, and would rather play soccer than discuss the joys of white bathtub grout. Then
some lunatic starts sending her threats in the mail and Audie finds herself under the protection of simmering,
sexy Detective Stacey Quinn, a man determined to examine her every nook, cranny, and ex-boyfriend in his
effort to find the stalker. A disarming combination of macho cop and sweet charmer, Quinn is hard to resist.
But with Audie's bad luck at finding and holding on to Mr. Right, she think it's best to keep her distance...

Quinn soon discovers that the real Audie is an alluring blend of fantasy babe and tender-hearted female all
wrapped up in what he can only hope is leopard-print underwear. She's not what he's always pictured for
himself, but could she be everything he'll ever need?

Digging through Audie's many layers could turn out to be the hottest, craziest, sexiest bit of detective work
Quinn has ever attempted...if it doesn't kill him first.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
In Donovan's spicy debut, Autumn Adams honors her mother's deathbed wish when she takes over her role
as famed Homey Helen, domestic diva of Chicago's WBBS-TV station. Coaching her mother's fans on the
finer points of homemaking is the last thing Autumn wants; she'd much rather be kicking a soccer ball
around a field or running a marathon. Fortunately, she has Marjorie Stoddard, her mom's faithful secretary,
to pick up the slack. But Marjorie isn't much help when a twisted fan starts sending death threats in the form
of grisly household hints, one of which advises her on the proper way to freeze human remains. Autumn
receives protection in the form of handsome Detective Stacey Quinn, who thinks Autumn just might be the
perfect woman for him. Winning Autumn's affection isn't as easy as he anticipates, however. Marjorie's bad
track record with men-"It's like after seven or eight weeks some green slimy and hairy thing with eleven
eyeballs suddenly jumps out of the top of my head and the men start running for the nearest exit"-may keep
her from pursuing the one man who won't run away. The identity of Autumn's stalker is obvious from the
outset, but a surprise ending and lots of playfully erotic love scenes will keep readers entertained.
Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
When Homey Helen, Chicago's answer to Martha Stewart, dies, her daughter, Audie, steps into her shoes.
But she feels more at home on the soccer field than in the kitchen, misses her teaching career, and despises
her sudden fame. Then she begins receiving threatening letters and realizes that someone is out to dethrone
her. She turns to Chicago's finest for help, and soon sexy detective Quinn is assigned to her case. Audie is
immediately taken with his dashing good looks and deadpan sense of humor, while Quinn can't help but be
charmed by Audie's disheveled beauty and vivacious spirit. As Quinn interviews Audie's many broken-
hearted ex-boyfriends and friendly coworkers, she begins to trust him with her life and, more important, her
heart. But just as Audie and Quinn begin to fall for each other, her stalker grows more threatening and
Audie's commitment phobia resurfaces. Will she and Quinn get back together? And will it be in time to save
Audie's life? Donovan's blend of romance and mystery is thrilling. Megan Kalan
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review

"Fun, fast and sexy. My favorite kind of book!"--Lori Foster, USA Today bestselling author

"Hilarious..full of sass and sizzle."--Julie Ortolon, USA Today bestselling author

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Tom Seaman:

Now a day folks who Living in the era just where everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources included can be true or not need people to be aware of each facts they get. How many people to be
smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Examining a book can
help people out of this uncertainty Information especially this Knock Me Off My Feet book because this
book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred per cent guarantees there
is no doubt in it you probably know this.

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


Tammy Booker:

The reason why? Because this Knock Me Off My Feet is an unordinary book that the inside of the
publication waiting for you to snap it but latter it will zap you with the secret this inside. Reading this book
adjacent to it was fantastic author who else write the book in such remarkable way makes the content interior
easier to understand, entertaining way but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of rewards
than the other book have got such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking approach. So ,
still want to delay having that book? If I were being you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Nathan Weaver:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will
make professionals understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information
much easier to share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, newspaper, book,
and soon. You will see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. The actual book that
recommended to your account is Knock Me Off My Feet this book consist a lot of the information with the
condition of this world now. This specific book was represented how do the world has grown up. The
terminology styles that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some
research when he makes this book. This is why this book ideal all of you.

Ora Orozco:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got scholars? We believe that that problem
was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you
know that little person such as reading or as looking at become their hobby. You have to know that reading is
very important in addition to book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except
your teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update in relation to something by book. Amount types of
books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is Knock Me Off My Feet.
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